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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an approach for rendering diffuse and glossy reflections using environment maps. This
approach is geared towards VR applications, where realism and fast rendering is important. We exploit certain
mathematical properties of diffuse reflections and certain features of graphics hardware for glossy reflections.
This results in a very fast, single-pass rendering algorithm, which even allows to dynamically vary the incident
lighting.

Keywords: Hardware Acceleration, Shading Mod-
els, Global Illumination, Texture Mapping, Frame-Buffer
Tricks.

1. Introduction

Environment maps3 are a widely used technique to approxi-
mate specular reflections in interactive rendering. Although
environment maps make the assumption that the reflected
environment is far away — thus being an approximation —
they nevertheless achieve convincing results.

Recently, environment maps have been introduced as
a means to render reflections from diffuse and glossy
materials4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 28, 18, 29, 21. We will propose a combi-
nation of different techniques, which allows to render dif-
fuse and glossy reflections in a single pass. Our proposed
approach — in contrast to many other techniques — also al-
lows dynamically changing incident lighting. We therefore
believe, that this technique is well-suited for virtual reality
applications.

1.1. Overview

After reviewing related work, we explain the mathematical
background of rendering reflections with filtered environ-
ment maps (Section 3). We then show, how this filtering can
be done in real-time (Section 4). Rendering (Section 5) turns
out to be very simple, and can be even done in a single pass
(including filtering). Finally, we show what kind of results
can be achieved by our technique and conclude.

2. Prior Work

Blinn and Newell3 first introduced the environment map
technique for producing mirror-like reflections on curved
objects. An environment map stores the radiance incident
from all directions at a single point, see Figure 1 for a 2D
example. A reflection on an object is created by computing
the reflected viewing direction (reflected about the surface
normal) and then using this reflection direction for a lookup
into the environment map. Since the environment map is
only valid for a single point but a real object has some extent,
this technique introduces some parallax error. It basically as-
sumes that the environment is at infinity.
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Figure 1: Radiance incident at a single point is stored in
an environment map. Here, we have used the parabolic
parameterization11 to store the incident radiance.

Greene9, 10 observed that a pre-convolved environment
map could be used to simulate diffuse and glossy reflec-
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tions. Instead of storing the incident radiance, Greene sim-
ply stored exit radiance, i.e. the incident radiance already
integrated against the BRDF; Figure 2 depicts this method.
This is the basis which most environment map methods are
derived from, including the ones we propose to use for VR
applications.
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Figure 2: Filtered environment maps store exit radiance,
i.e. radiance filtered with a BRDF, instead of incident ra-
diance.

Several approaches have been proposed to simu-
late glossy reflections based on pre-filtered environment
maps4, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 28, 18, 29, 21. These algorithms assume a
simple, fixed BRDF model9, 10, 12, 16, 21 (e.g. Phong model1

or Lafortune model17) or generalize but only to isotropic
BRDFs4, 14. This generalization either makes the assump-
tion that the BRDF (times the cosine between surface nor-
mal and light direction) is radially symmetric14, or it as-
sumes BRDFs with a central reflection direction4, result-
ing in a four-dimensional environment map. Ramamoor-
thi et al. propose view-dependent filtering of an environ-
ment map for isotropic BRDFs with spherical harmonics29,
which is not quite interactive for changing illumination. For
the more general case of arbitrary anistropic BRDFs some
new techniques15, 19 have been proposed, which are similar
in spirit to Ramamoorthi et al.28, 29. These two techniques
also use spherical harmonics to convolve the environment
map, but work with arbitrary BRDFs by tabulating the view-
dependent kernel’s coefficients. Unfortunately, these general
methods also don’t work in real-time. Latta and Kolb18 pro-
pose a compression technique for full four-dimensional en-
vironment maps.

Nonetheless, techniques exist to filter environment maps
on-the-fly. Kautz et al. 16 introduced a method, which con-
volves environment maps with the help of graphics hard-
ware. The filter kernels are limited to approximations of
BRDFs 14. For the special case of a diffuse BRDF, Ra-
mamoorthi and Hanrahan 28 propose a fast method based on
spherical harmonics for computing the convolution in real-
time.

Since environment maps are defined over the sphere, a
way has to be found to represent them in two-dimensional

textures. A widely used format in software renderers are
cube maps, which are now commonly supported by graph-
ics hardware 25. Cube maps have the advantage of mapping
spherical lines onto lines in texture space, but need six faces,
which can cause artifacts across boundaries. A spherical pa-
rameterization, which is directly supported by OpenGL, was
introduced by Blinn and Newell 3. It only needs one texture
map, but has a poor sampling rate near the horizon. Heidrich
and Seidel 11 proposed dual paraboloid mapping which uses
two texture maps, one for the front facing hemisphere and
one for the backfacing, see Figure 1. This parameterization
is now also supported by a variety of newer graphic boards.

2.1. Glossy Reflections

A few other techniques have been proposed for interactive
rendering of glossy reflections, which are not based on en-
vironment maps. Diefenbach and Badler 7 used multi-pass
methods (Monte Carlo integration) to generate glossy reflec-
tions. Photon maps 13 were used by Stürzlinger and Bastos
32; photons were “splatted” and weighted with an arbitrary
BRDF. Precomputed glossy reflections were stored in sur-
face light fields by different authors 23, 34, 5. Bastos et al. 2

used a convolution filter in screen-space to produce glossy
reflections. Lischinski and Rappoport 20 used a large collec-
tion of low resolution layered depth images to store view-
dependent illumination. These methods are either limited to
fixed illumination or require planar geometry.

3. Environment Map Filtering Overview

Generally speaking, prefiltered environment maps capture
all the reflected exitant radiance towards all directions v̂ from
a fixed position x:

Lenv(x; v̂, n̂, t̂) =
∫

Ω
fr(ω̂(v̂, n̂, t̂), ω̂(l̂, n̂, t̂))Lin(x; l̂)(n̂ · l̂) dl̂,

(1)
where v̂ is the viewing direction and l̂ is the light direction
in world-space, {t̂, n̂× t̂, n̂} is the local coordinate frame of
the reflective surface, ω̂(v̂, n̂, t̂) represents the viewing direc-
tion and ω̂(l̂, n̂, t̂) the light direction relative to that frame,
fr is the BRDF, which is usually parameterized via the lo-
cal viewing and light direction. A prefiltered environment
map stores the radiance of light reflected towards the view-
ing direction v̂, which is computed by weighting the incom-
ing light Lin from all directions l̂ with the BRDF fr. Note,
that Lin can be viewed as the unfiltered original environment
map. This map should use high-dynamic range radiance val-
ues to be physically plausible. As you can see, in the general
case we have a dependence on the viewing direction as well
as on the orientation of the reflective surface, i.e. the local
coordinate frame {n̂, t̂, n̂× t̂}.

This general kind of environment map is five dimensional.
Two dimensions are needed to represent the viewing direc-
tion v̂ (a unit vector in world coordinates) and three di-
mensions are necessary to represent the coordinate frame
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{n̂, t̂, n̂× t̂}; e.g. three angles can be used to specify the ori-
entation of an arbitrary coordinate frame.

The filtered environment maps which we will use drop
some dependencies (e.g. on the tangent t̂) and are reparam-
eterized (e.g. the lookup is not done with the viewing direc-
tion v̂, but the reflected viewing direction).

3.1. Diffuse Environment Maps

Miller22 has proposed to use a purely diffuse BRDF to pre-
filter environment maps. A diffuse BRDF can be written as:

fr(v̂, l̂) :=
kd

π
, (2)

where kd ∈ [0,1] describes the absorption of the surface.
Moving this into Equation 1, we get:

Ldiffuse(x; v̂, n̂, t̂) =
∫

Ω

kd

π
Lin(x; l̂)(n̂ · l̂) dl̂. (3)

We can drop all dependencies except the one on the normal
n̂ and we obtain the following two dimensional environment
map:

Ldiffuse(x; n̂) =
kd

π

∫

Ω
Lin(x; l̂)(n̂ · l̂) dl̂. (4)

This environment map accurately stores the diffuse illu-
mination at the point x. It is only two-dimensional and it is
indexed by the surface normal.

Generating such a filtered environment map seems expen-
sive, since the original environment map needs to be filtered
with a hemispherical kernel. But recently Ramamoorthi and
Hanrahan28 showed that a diffuse environment map can be
quickly generated and represented using spherical harmon-
ics. Rendering from this representation can be accelerated by
graphics hardware and works in real-time. This is the tech-
nique we propose to use for VR applications, see Section 4.1.

3.2. Phong Environment Maps

Heidrich12 and Miller22 used the original Phong reflection
model27 to prefilter environment maps. The Phong BRDF is
given by:

fr(v̂, l̂) := ks
(~rv(n̂) · l̂)N

(n̂ · l̂)
, (5)

where r̂v(n̂) is the reflected viewing-direction in world-
space. The parameters ks and N are used to control the shape
and size of the lobe. Using the Phong model, Equation 1 be-
comes

Lphong(x; v̂, n̂, t̂) =
∫

Ω
ks

(r̂v(n̂) · l̂)N

(n̂ · l̂)
Lin(x; l̂)(n̂ · l̂) dl̂

= ks

∫

Ω
(r̂v(n̂) · l̂)NLin(x; l̂) dl̂. (6)

Obviously the tangent t̂ is not used and can be discarded.
Instead of indexing the environment map with v̂ and n̂, it

can be reparameterized so that it is directly indexed by the
reflection vector r̂v:

Lphong(x; r̂v) = ks

∫

Ω
(~rv · l̂)NLin(x; l̂) dl̂. (7)

Although the Phong model is not physically based, the re-
flections make a surface look metallic, only at grazing angles
one expects sharper reflections. This indexing via the reflec-
tion vector r̂v is also used for specular environment maps
and is therefore supported in OpenGL24 via the spherical,
parabolic and cube map parameterizations.

Miller22 and Heidrich12 proposed to use a weighted sum
of a diffuse and a Phong environment map to get a complete
illumination model. They also propose to add a Fresnel term
so that the ratio between the diffuse and glossy reflections
can vary with different viewing angles:

Lo(r̂v, n̂) = (1−F(r̂v · n̂))Ldiffuse +F(r̂v · n̂)Lphong (8)

This way a wide range of materials can be created. Other
BRDFs than the Phong BRDF can be approximated using
different filter kernels14.

4. Real-Time Filtering

In this section, we will propose how an environment map can
be filtered in real-time. This filtering depends on the desired
BRDF. We will first show a method for filtering of diffuse
environment maps based on Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan’s
method28. Then we show how glossy environment maps can
be filtered using a simple space-invariant filter kernel.

4.1. Diffuse Environment Map

Equation 4 describes how an original environment map Lin
has to be filtered. Basically, a hemispherical cosine kernel
has to be applied to Lin. Since this is a low-frequency ker-
nel, the resulting filtered environment map will also be low-
frequency.

Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan28 proposed to do this filter-
ing in frequency space in order to exploit the low-frequency
nature of the kernel. This can be done using spherical
harmonics8, which are the analogue on the sphere to the
Fourier basis on the line or circle.

First we would like to introduce the spherical harmonic
basis, before continuing with the filtering process. We omit
the actual definition of spherical harmonics (can be found
in 8), instead we show only the first 9 basis functions, as
those suffice for our purposes. Spherical harmonics Yi are
simply polynomials in the cartesian components of a unit
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vector l̂ = (x,y,z):

Y0 =
1√
4π

,

Y1;2;3 =

√

3
4π

(y;z;x),

Y4;5;7 =

√

15
4π

(xy;yz;xz),

Y6 =

√

5
16π

(3z2 −1),

Y8 =

√

15
16π

(x2 − y2), (9)

Now we can represent an environment map using the
spherical harmonics basis:

Lin(l̂) = ∑
i

LiYi(l̂), (10)

where the coefficients Li are computed numerically:

Li =
∫

Ω
Lin(l̂)Yi(l̂)dl̂. (11)

As it turns out28, convolving an environment map in
spherical harmonics with the hermispherical cosine kernel is
very simple. In fact, convolution and lookup with the surface
normal n̂ can be combined:

Ldiffuse(n̂) ≈ kd

π

9

∑
i=0

ÂiLiYi(n̂), (12)

where Â0 = π, Â1;2;3 = 2
3 π, and Â4;5;6;7;8 = 1

4 π. For a com-
plete derivation, please see 28.

This filtering and lookup step is so simple, that it can be
easily implemented in a vertex shader on modern graphics
hardware. Per-pixel evaluation is also possible but not nec-
essary, since Ldiffuse(n̂) only varies slowly.

4.2. Glossy Environment Map

As seen in Section 3.2, filtering an environment map uses
a two-dimensional filter kernel, since the input is two-
dimensional as well. The shown Phong filter kernel is shift-
invariant over the sphere. Unfortunately, mapping an envi-
ronment map to a two-dimensional texture, e.g. cube maps25

or parabolic maps11, makes the filter kernel shift-variant in
texture space.

Kautz et al.16 proposed to filter an environment map us-
ing the convolution operation supported by graphics hard-
ware. They use parabolic maps11 to represent the environ-
ment. This leads to a good approximation of the shift-variant
filter kernel with a two-pass algorithm. Hence this approach
works well for the Phong model, as described in Section 3.2.
It achieves fast filtering rates, that even allow dynamic fil-
tering of environment maps. Unfortunately, the filtering cost
for almost specular BRDFs becomes expensive.

Here, we propose to use a much simpler and faster
method. Looking at Equation 7 describing the filtering pro-
cess, it becomes clear that an environment map can be fil-
tered with kernels other than the Phong kernel. Since the
Phong model is not physically correct anyway, it is a valid
approximation to choose a different filter kernel, which leads
to a faster filtering method.

We decided to use a cube map representation together
with a simple box-filter (in texture space) instead of the
Phong cosine kernel. The reason is, that the box-filter is
directly supported by graphics hardware through a feature
which automatically generates mip-maps33 using a box-
filter†. Obviously, this shift-invariant box-filter in texture
space becomes shift-variant over the sphere. This means,
that for different reflection directions r̂v (see Equation 7),
a slightly different filter kernel is used. But as already noted
by Kautz et al.16, this is hardly noticeable in practice.

Although this box-filter does not correspond to a physi-
cally meaningful BRDF, the generated reflections are similar
to the ones of a Phong BRDF, see Section 6.

5. Rendering

Rendering an object with on-the-fly filtered environment
maps is very simple. First we would like to quickly describe
how an environment map can be acquired on-the-fly and then
how we render with it.

5.1. Environment Map Acquisition

The goal is to capture all the incident radiance Li(l̂) at a fixed
position x (usually being the center of the reflective object).
As we said before, we want to store the incident radiance in
a cube map.

This allows to quickly acquire an environment map. From
x we need to render the environment six times, i.e. one pass
for every face of the cube map. All we need to do, is to set the
field-of-view to 90 degrees and to rotate the view direction
according to every face. We can either render directly into a
texture map, or load the texture for each face from the frame
buffer.

Alternatively, we can use a precomputed or digitized en-
vironment map, if the incident illumination does not change.

5.1.1. Projection into Spherical Harmonics

As part of the environment map acquisition, we need to rep-
resent it in spherical harmonics as well (for diffuse filtering).
To do so, we need to numerically evaluate Equation 11 for
all 9 basis functions. As shown by Sloan et al.31, a very small

† When this feature is enabled, the hardware will automatically
compute all mip-map levels for every texture map, even if the tex-
ture map is grabbed from the frame buffer.
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Figure 3: Different models illustrating the proposed method. Bunny model with fλ = 0.05 and b = 2.3, bust with fλ = 0.24 and
b = 1.5, car with fλ = 0.15, b = 0.2, and b = 3.3. All models are rendered with a frame rate of more than 100Hz on an ATI
Radeon 9700.

environment map (even 8×8 pixels per face) is sufficient to
achieve accurate results. This integration can be performed
in about 2 milliseconds (Athlon 1Ghz), yielding the SH co-
efficients Li.

5.2. Rendering

Rendering the object with the diffusely filtered environment
map is simple. All we need to do, is to evaluate Equation 12.
As has already been shown28, this can be done in a vertex
shader.

Rendering the glossy part is even easier. As we have ex-
plained before, filtering is automatically done by the hard-
ware. We only need to select an appropriate mip-map level
for rendering (higher levels correspond to blurrier reflec-
tions). This can be easily done by setting the LOD bias b
for mip-mapping26.

Now the diffuse and the glossy part needs to be combined
according to Equation 8. For the Fresnel term F , we use
Schlick’s approximation30, which has only one parameter fλ
corresponding to the color of reflected white light at normal
incidence. This Fresnel approximation is also evaluated in
the vertex shader. The actual sum is computed in a single
pass using the OpenGL combiner extension.

6. Results and Discussion

In Figure 3, different renderings illustrate our method. The
bias parameter b selects how glossy the reflections are. Since
our method only needs a single pass on all modern graphics
hardware, rendering is very fast.

Figure 6 compares renderings with different settings for
b and fλ. As can be seen in these image, increasing fλ sim-
ulates more reflective objects. Rendering is performed with
about 500fps.

A comparison with the method by Kautz et al.16 is shown

in Figure 5. The parameters are chosen such that the reflec-
tions have a comparable glossiness. Differences are not very
noticable. The box-filtered version exhibits some blockiness,
but would go away, if graphics hardware supported better fil-
ter kernels (e.g. cubic filtering). The box-filtered version is
much faster than the previous method16, which is partially
because it needs only a single pass, but also because the box
filter can be evaluated much faster.

Figure 4: Border problem. If b is high (here b = 9.4), the
six different faces will show up. This can be avoided with a
slightly more expensive implementation.

The proposed method has one drawback. The hardware
accelerated mip-map generation filters each cube map face
invididually. This means that for the highest mip-map level,
there are six different down-filtered values. These six differ-
ent values will show up, when b is high, see Figure 4 for an
example. This problem can be avoided with a filtering im-
plementation, that pays attention to the borders, i.e. filters
across faces.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a combination of methods, which al-
lows fast, single-pass rendering of reflective objects. The ob-
ject’s material can have a diffuse as well as a glossy compo-
nent. Incident lighting is represented as an environment map,
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Figure 5: Top image: Previous method16 with exponent N =
225; renders at about 25fps. Bottom image: Our method with
b = 2.25; renders at 500 frames per second.

which allows globally incident lighting, and not only point
or parallel light sources.

Dynamic lighting is possible, as the proposed approach
allows to interactively filter the environment map in order to
render the diffuse and glossy reflections.

We believe, that this approach is very well suited for VR
applications. It is fast and does not need complicated multi-
pass rendering. We have implemented this technique within
OpenSG, and have made good experience with it.
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Figure 6: Grid of images showing different settings for b and fλ. Horizontally, we set fλ to 0.03, 0.09, 0.26, and 0.42. Vertically,
b is set to 0.0, 0.8, 1.7, and 2.4.
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